Abstract
Introduction
Many content-based multimedia retrieval tasks can be seen as decision theory problems. Clearly, this is the case for classification tasks, like face detection, face recognition, or indoor/outdoor classification. In all these cases a system has to decide whether an image (or video) belongs to one class or another (respectively face or no face; face A, B, or C; and indoor or outdoor). Even the ad hoc retrieval tasks, where the goal is to find relevant documents given a description of an information need, can be seen as a decision theory problem: documents can be classified into relevant and non-relevant classes, or we can treat each of the documents in the collection as a separate class, and classify a query as belonging to one of these. In all these settings, a probabilistic approach seems natural: an image is assigned to the class with the highest probability. In this paper, we take a generative approach to information retrieval -find the generating source of a piece of information. Such an approach has been applied successfully to retrieval problems involving various types of media, like language modelling for text retrieval [2, 3] and Gaussian mixture modelling for image retrieval [4, 5] . This paper compares and contrasts query generation and document generation approaches. In the query generation approach, the query is seen as an observation from one of the document models and we need to find the document model that most likely produced it. The document generation approach reverses this and estimates a model from the query. The goal is then to find the most likely documents given this model.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the general probabilistic framework as it is used in amongst others text retrieval and derives two variants. Section 3 describes the generative image models and how they can be used in the different framework variants. Section 4 discusses the theoretical differences between the variants and their expected behaviour. Section 5 reports on experimental results using the variants. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 discuss related work and the main conclusions of the present work respectively.
Probabilistic Retrieval Framework
Although Maron and Kuhns [6] were the first to consider probability theory for information retrieval, Robertson and Sparck Jones [7] were the first to put a probabilistic approach to use. To date, their binary independence retrieval model has been known as the classical probabilistic approach to information retrieval. The approach aims at directly estimating the odds of relevance given a query and a document representation. Sparck Jones et al. [8] present this classical probabilistic model starting from the following "basic question":
What is the probability that this document is relevant to this query? Lafferty and Zhai [9] start from the same basic question to show that this classical model is probabilistically equivalent to the modern language models for information retrieval [2, 3] . This section follows Lafferty and Zhai to show how these two probabilistic models relate to each other.
We start by introducing random variables D and Q to represent a document and a query, and a random variable R to indicate relevance. R can take two values: relevant R = r or not relevant R =r. In a probabilistic framework the basic question translates to estimating the probability of relevance P(r|D, Q).
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This can be estimated indirectly using Bayes' rule:
For ranking documents, to avoid the estimation of P(D, Q), we may also estimate the odds:
As Lafferty and Zhai [9] show, two probabilistically equivalent models are obtained by factoring the conditional probability P(D, Q|r) in different ways.
One model is based on query generation, the other on document generation.
Query generation
If P(D, Q|r) is factored as P(D, Q|r) = P(Q|D, r)P(D|r) we arrive at the following odds:
Under the assumption that Q and D are independent in the unrelevant case:
P(Q|D,r) reduces to P(Q|r). Keeping in mind that the goal is to rank documents for a single fixed query, allows us to ignore all factors that are independent of D. Thus, we arrive at the following retrieval status value (rsv):
Here, the first factor is query dependent, the second factor is the prior odds of a document being relevant. The prior odds could be based on surface features of the documents like format, source, or length. For example, photographic images may be more likely to be relevant than graphic images, CNN videos may be preferred over NBC ones, or long shots may have a higher probability of relevance than short ones. Surface features like these have proved successful in text retrieval and especially web search [10] . However, if no prior knowledge is available, a sensible option is to assume equal priors: a priori all documents are equally likely. This reduces the rsv to
This query generation variant is used in the language modelling approach to text retrieval [2, 3] .
Document generation
Factoring P(D, Q|r) differently, using P(D, Q|r) = P(D|Q, r)P(Q|r), gives different odds:
Under Assumption 1, and ignoring all factors independent of D, we arrive at the following rsv:
This document generation variant is the one used in the binary independence retrieval model [7, 8] , although the dependence on Q is implicit there. In the binary independence retrieval model, probabilities are estimated based on term distributions in relevant and irrelevant documents.
Generative image models
The next step is to define how to estimate the probabilities P(Q|D, r), P(D|Q, r) and P(D|r). Generative probabilistic models will be used to estimate these conditional probabilities: we build a statistical model for each document in the collection as well as for the queries. In the query generation approach, we then compute the probability of observing the query image from each of the document models, and use that for ranking. The end of this section fills in the details of using generative image models in the probabilistic framework of the previous section. First, we introduce the generative image models and how to estimate them from data.
Gaussian mixture models
Documents in our case are video shots and queries are either images or shots.
In this work, a shot is represented by a keyframe. A variant in which temporal aspects are incorporated is presented in [11] . We assume, each document (image)
is composed of a set of small square blocks of pixels, each of them represented by a feature vector. Thus, an image is represented as a bag of samples X =
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Figure 2: Visualisation of document generation framework.
The generative models are independent of the nature of the feature vectors; we have used DCT coefficients and x-and y-coordinates to capture colour, texture and position of a pixel block.
We build a separate mixture model for each image in the collection. The idea is that the model captures the main characteristics of the image. The samples in an image are assumed to be generated by a mixture of Gaussian sources, where the number of Gaussian components C is fixed for all images in the collection. A Gaussian mixture model is described by a set of parameters
described by its prior probability P(c i |θ), the mean µ i and the variance Σ i , thus
. Details about estimating these parameters are described in the next subsection. The process of generating an image is assumed to be the following (see Figure 3 ): Here, θ is an observed variable; the mixture model, from which the samples for a given image are drawn, is known. For a given sample however, it is unknown which component generated it, thus components are unobserved variables. The probability of drawing a sample x from a Gaussian mixture model with parameters θ is thus defined as follows.
The probability of drawing a bag of samples X is simply the joint probability of drawing the individual samples:
Maximum likelihood estimates
To train a Gaussian mixture model from a given set of samples, i.e., to build a model for a document or query, a natural approach is to use maximum likelihood estimates. Thus, the optimal model for a given document is that model that best explains the document's samples. For Gaussian mixture models it is hard to find this optimum analytically, but Expectation Maximisation [12] can be used as described below.
One way to look at mixture modelling for images is by assuming an image can show only so many different things, each of which is modelled by a Gaussian distribution. Each sample in a document is then assumed to be generated from one of these Gaussian components. This viewpoint, where ultimately each sample is explained by one and only one component, is useful when estimating the Gaussian mixture model parameters. The assignments of samples x j to components C i can be viewed as hidden variables, so the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm can be used. This algorithm iterates between estimating the a posteriori class probabilities for each sample given the current model settings
(the E-step), and re-estimating the components parameters based on the sample distribution and the current sample assignments (the M-step):
E-step: Estimate the hidden assignments h ij of samples x j to components C i , for all samples and components.
M-step: Update the component's parameters to maximise the joint probability of component assignments and samples. θ new = arg max θ p(X , H|θ), where H is the matrix with all sample assignments h ij . More specifically:
The algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local optimum. Previous experiments suggest EM initialisation hardly influences the retrieval results [13] , but more research is needed to verify this.
Smoothing
When the models are estimated on little data, there is the risk that the estimates are not accurate. Especially, in generative models on discrete data, like the language models used in text retrieval [2, 3] , there is the zero-frequency problem:
unseen events get zero probability. Therefore, language modelling approaches usually apply some sort of smoothing on the estimates.
The zero-frequency problem does not exist with Gaussian mixture models, since Gaussians have infinite support, but smoothing also serves another purpose, namely that of explaining common query terms and reducing their influence on the ranking [14] . This second function of smoothing is also useful in image retrieval: general query samples should not influence the ranking too much (typicalities are more interesting than commonalities). To smooth the estimates for the Gaussian mixture model, interpolation with a general, background distribution is used. This is also called Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [15] .
The smoothed version of the likelihood for a single sample x becomes:
where κ is a mixture parameter that can be estimated on training data with known relevant documents. The background density p(x) is estimated by marginalisation over all document models in a reference collection D:
The reference collection D can be the current collection, a representative sample of that, or, another comparable collection.
Generative image models and the retrieval framework
In the Gaussian mixture modelling approach, each document d has 2 representations: a set of samples X d and a Gaussian mixture model θ d (the same holds for queries Q). To relate this to the conditional probabilities introduced in Section 2, we estimate P(A|B, r) as the probability that the model of B (θ B ) generates the samples of A (X A ). Furthermore, to estimate P(A|r) we use the joint background density of all samples of X A (cf. Equation 16 ). Thus, the retrieval status values for query generation (5) and document generation (7) are estimated as
Query generation versus document generation
Theoretically, using document generation for ranking is not ideal. Intuitively, a document that has exactly the same distribution as the query model should get the highest retrieval status value. However, as the following analysis of the rsv function shows, in the document generation approach, other documents are favoured.
Thus, the (hypothetical) document that is a repetition of the single most likely sample will receive the highest rsv. In practise, this means that the query model component with the largest prior will dominate the results. For example, if a query consists of 60% grass and 40% sky, the document generation approach will prefer documents that show only grass.
The query generation approach does not suffer from this problem, since it searches for the most likely model instead of the most likely set of samples. The fact that an observation consisting of a repetition of a single sample gets the highest likelihood for a given document model is irrelevant, since we are looking at a single fixed observation (the set of query samples). To get a high score, a document model should explain all these samples reasonably well.
However, also in the query generation approach, a document with exactly the same distribution as the query will not receive the highest score, because of the smoothing. The rsv is computed based on the interpolation of foreground and background probabilities. The model that maximises that distribution is not necessarily the same as the query model (which maximises foreground only).
Intuitively, this means the model that gets the highest score in the query generation approach is the model that best explains the most distinguishing query samples. This may not be ideal, but it seems a more reasonable approach than document generation. The experiments described in the next section investigate whether indeed query generation outperforms document generation.
Experiments
The Trecvid2003 test collection [16] For each topic, relevance judgements are available; these indicate which shots are relevant for the topic.
Experimental setup
For each document in the collection, we use the set of document samples X d to build a document model θ d as described in Section 3. These document models are used in the query generation approach. The same set of samples X d is used in the document generation approach. The set of query samples X Q is varied. We experiment with using all available examples or a manually selected designated example for each topic. In addition, we use either the full example images or only a manually selected interesting region. 5 Thus, in total four different sets of query samples for each topic exist (allEx-full, allEx-region, desEx-full and desEx-region).
For the document generation variant, topic models are built from the different sets of query samples (all/regions). The score for each document is computed as the likelihood of the set of (all) document samples using (18) and (15) . The background probabilities are estimated over a small (1%) random sample from the comparable development set, available with the Trecvid2003 collection, and κ is set to 0.90, based on earlier experiments with the Trecvid2002 collection [4, 17] .
In the query generation variant, a document model is built for each document in the collection. For each of the four variants of constructing a set of query samples, documents are ranked using their likelihood of generating that set of query samples (17). 
Results
We looked at results in a visual only situation, as well as in combination with results from a textual query. The textual description of a document (shot) comes from speech transcripts that have been made available by LIMSI [18] . To model the textual information, we follow a query generation approach. 6 To combine visual and textual information, we treat them independently and compute the joint probability of textual terms and visual samples (see [4, 17] for details on the textual models and the combination). Table 1 shows the results for the different settings.
The results show that in a mono-modal setting, query generation gives better results than document generation. This was to be expected given the comparison of the two approaches in Section 4. The effects are in particular evident in the designated example variants (desEx-full and desEx-region). Indeed, it is the case that results are dominated by the component with the highest prior. Figure 4 shows an example. The model captures both the dark blue background and the , but the textual information can help to re-rank the results, or to zoom in on relevant documents (e.g., rockets). See Figure 6 for an example.
Related Work
Several research groups have proposed to use Gaussian mixture densities to model visual information [19, 20, 21] . Both Vasconcelos and Lippman [19] and Greenspan et al. [20] model each of the images in a collection using a mixture of ranked using a measure of similarity between the query and document models.
Vasconcelos and Lippman [19] approximate the likelihood that a random sample from the query model is generated from the document model. In later work, they develop approximations to the KL-divergence between query and document model, and use that for ranking [5] . Greenspan All these approaches either compare query and document models directly, for example by using measures based on the KL-divergence, or they compute the likelihood of the query given document models. The latter is basically the query generation approach discussed in the present work. The document generation approach has to our knowledge not been applied to image retrieval before. For text retrieval, Lavrenko has experimented with document generation variants [24, Chapter 3] , but with limited success.
Generative approaches have also been used to automatically annotate images [25, 26] .
Conclusions
This paper presented two ways of applying generative probabilistic models to multimedia retrieval: a query generation approach and a document generation approach. We discussed the theoretical differences between the two approaches and argued query generation is closer to the intuitive behaviour of retrieving documents with a distribution of features similar to that in the query. Experimental results confirmed that indeed the top retrieved documents in the document generation approach often have a distribution that is quite different from the query, in fact the query is only partially matched. Remarkably, in some situations this behaviour gives better results in terms of mean average precision. This is the case when multiple examples are combined in a query, and when interesting regions within the query examples are selected manually.
In such a situation, the partial match between the top documents and the query seems to be based on that part of the query that captures the information need best, i.e., the part that all examples have in common. Especially in combination with textual results, where the textual information can re-rank results and zoom in on relevant aspects, this document generation variant seems valuable, and results outperform all query generation combinations.
Finally, to favour documents that have a similar distribution as the query, perhaps directly comparing query and document models using cross-entropy, or the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, is a better approach than computing the likelihood that a document model generates the query samples or vice versa.
However, KL is not analytically solvable for Gaussian mixture models. Approximations have been proposed [5] , but in generic collections the underlying assumptions are violated and results may be sub-optimal [4, 17] . More research is needed to find alternative ways of comparing distributions based on Gaussian mixture models.
